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f--E 
Tbe difficulties may be removed jf eT is considered as a value 

witb dimensions 0, and then multiplied by a constant C la bring 
the dimensions into order. 

The procedure is the same jn othel' parts of Physics whel;e ex~ 
ponential functions áre used. Hence the relative density would now 

>!J-E 

become Ce~, Ol' ratbel', because in tbis way we should get too 
E l!. 

many constants : Ce- -;-, sa that J Ce - ~ = 1. Now we should have-

- E 
to take for tbe entropy not the meall -log P or -log C +-, 

f) 

but the mean - lo.q lP X certain constant extension). If we now 
take ,qN for th is constant extension, sa that the farm within paren
theses represents the relative number of systempoints ove1' an ex~ 
ten sion element gN, we get, aftel' multiplication by the usnal con
stant le, Pl.ANCK'S above discussed formllla. 
, If besides we multipIy the farm, the logarithm of wbich is taken, 

by NI, we arrive at Tl!.TRODE'S farm uIa. 

Botany. - "On the mut~tal eifect of genotypic fact01's." By 
Dr. TrNE TAl\DfES. (Communicated by Prof. J. W. ~10LL). 

(Communicated in the meeting of November 27, 1910). 

The varieties of Linurn usitatissimurn L., which I have used for 
lIl)' crossing experiments, show three types with l'egard to tbe 
breadth of the petals. In two of these, however, the length of the 
petal is the same. ' 

The broadest and als 0 the longest petal belongs to the so ('alleel 
Egyptian f1ax. I have previously I) reported on the' variabiIliy-cllrve 
and the median value of bath length anel bl'eaelth.· In the present \ 
investigation, however, the nse of the mean va]ue was to be preferred, 
because in same cases the meaSUl'ements could noL be very numerous. 
Since this paper only deals with the bl'eadth, it will suffice to give 
the mean value of this dimension only. It is t3.4 millimetres. 

The breadth of the petal was forlIlerly taken and is still taken 
to be the greatest breadth. The colour of the flower of Egyptian 
llax is blue and has been l'epeaieelly discussed befare. 

1) Das Vel'halten tluktuierend variierel1der Merkmale bei der Bustardierung. Rec. 
d. Trav. bot. Néerl. Vol. VIII, 1911, p. 249. 
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Tbe second type, as regards breadth of the petals, oecurs in the 
oJ'dinary blue flax. commonly cultivated in the Duteh provinee of 
Groningen, and in the flax with white flowers, grown in some 
districts of the neighbolll'ing province of' Friesland. These two agl'ee 
in the length and also in the breadth of the petals. For plants 
grown nndel' identical conditions, the average bl'eadth of the petals 
from 30 flowers, taken from 30 different individnals, was 7.0 mmo 
fOt' the common blue flax and 7.1 mmo fol' the common white. The 
smal! diffáence between these values may here be neglected. 

The third type of petal-breadth orcUl'S in another val"iety with 
white flowel's. This was formerly described nndeI' the names Vilm01,in 
white 1) and crisped white ~). The Jatter name was applied to this 
variety to distinguish it from the cornmon white flax, whieh like 
the common blue and the Egyptian, has quite flat pelals, whereas 
in the crisped white flax the apical margin of the petal is somewhat 
crispy and rolled upwards at the siJes. The petals are fUl'ther 
distinguished from those of the common blue and white flaxes, by 
being much nal'l'owe~·. Sinre thE> margin is on1.r crisped at the top 
and the rest of the lamina is flat, the gl'eatest breadth is easily 
determined. In 50 different plants the bl'eadth of a single petal was 
measured: the mean was 3.3 mm., i.e. less than half that of the 
othel' white and of the common blue flax. The length of the petaI, 
however, is about the same on all three varieties. Thus for 50 petals 
the average was 10',1 mm., as against au average leng th of 10.6 mmo 
fol' the common white, and 10.3 mmo fol' the co mmo u blue flax. 
The Egyptian flax has much longer petals, their aveJ'age length 
being 16.2 mmo 

As is evident fl'om the averaga val nes for the petal-breadth viz. 
13.4, 7.1, 7.0 and 3.3 mm., the above mentioned varieties diffel' 
considerably in this character ; two of the four belong to th~ same 
type as l'egards breadtü, i.e. that of 7 mm., but these two diffet' 
in colour. This paper deals with the behaviour of the petal-breadth 
and the correlation bet ween breadth and colonr in the various 
crosses between the four varieties. For details regal'ding the behaviour 
of tlle colon!' of tlle flowers I refer 10 the above quoted paper of 
1915. Here it is enollgh to lmow that on cl'osbing a white with a 
blue variety, blue and white individllals occur in F 2 • The ratios of 
these do not concern us heré. First the successive crosses with 

I) The explanation of an apparent exception to MENDEL'S law of segregation. 
Proc. Kon. Akad. V. ~etensch. Amsterdam Vol. XVI, 1914, p. 1021. 

2) Die genotypische Znsammensetzung eipiger Varietäten derselben Art llnd iht, 
genetischer Zusammenbang. Rec. d. Trav. bot. Néerl. Vol. XII, 1915, p. 219. 

" . 
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their at!endant phenomena will be described, and th en conclusions 
will be drawn from the observations. 

The common blue and the cornmon white flax, differing in 
colonr but having the same a\'erage petaI-bl'eadth viz. 7 mm., whE'n 
crossed, give only pl'ogeny of the same type of bl'eadth. This shows 
that these two varieties have the same factor or factors fol' breadth 
of peta1. Since the blue and the white offsprmg agl'ee in bl'eadtb, 
the1'e is evidently in this crossing no relation between breadth and 
colou!' of the petal. 

The common blne flax (7 mm.) and the Egyptian flax (13.4 mm.) 
differ, in contradistinctlOl1 to the varieties of the previous cross, in 
bl'eadth, but not in coloUl'. The phenomena, observed in this cross 
wlth regard to breadth, have been previously 1) described by me 
in detail. The following excerpt from this paper wIlI suffice. The 
first generatiOll is intermeeliate, the bl'eadth -of the petal is about 
the avel'age of that of the pal'ents. In the second generation segre
gation into various types of breadth occurs. On account of fluctllat
mg varIability the limits bet ween the different groups cannot, 
however, be observed and all transitional states between {he breadth 
of the common flax and that of the Egyptlán are founel, but in 
defil1lte ratios. The most frequent breadth in F2 is approxi
mately the mean of the P-varieties, alld the llumber of indiVldllals 
having any particulal' bl'eadth dimmishes, the nearer tbis bl'eadth 
approaches that of the P-fol'ms. All F 2-indivlduals togethel' give a 
curve for the breaelth, appar6J1tly corresponding to a varrability
curve. The deduclion from the whole Ret of ~bservations was, that 
the Egyptian fJax has, compared with the common blue, a few 
more ordinal'y 1:l1endelian factors fol' broaduess. Since the whole 
offspring is blue and neverthelcss differs in bl'eaclth, tbe colou]' and 
breadth of the petals are evielently independent of each othel' in 
this crossing also. 

In the cross bet ween the coÏnmon whiie flax (7 mm.) and the 
Egyptian (13.4 mm.) which differ in cololU', as welt as in breadth) 
the phenomena observed with regard to breadth are thc same as 
those in the preceding cross. Here also the fil'st generation is inter
mediate and in the second generntion every transition between the 
breadth of the white and that of the Egyptian flax OCCUl'S in tbe 
ordinal'y manner. From this we may decll1ce, that these two varieties 
also differ in factors for broadness and that the Egyptian flax has 
a few more factors than the ('ommon white. The obbervations 
fmther show that, in this case also, there is no interdependence 

1) 1. c. Vol. VIII, 1911, p. 253. 
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between breadth and colour. For in the second generation there 
occnr among the white, as weU as among the blue flowers, narrow, 
braad and ilJtermediate petals of every kind, although the wbite 
P-varieLy is narrower than the bllle. Tbe factors fol' broadness and 
for colour evidently follow MENDEL'S law of segregation independently. 

On the other hand the behavioUl' of the breadth and its relation 
to colonr is quite different in tbe cross bet ween the ('omrnon blue 
(7 mm.) and the narrow-petalled white flax (3.3 mm.). Tbese two 
val'ieties, like the preceding pair, differ in bl'eadth as well as in 
colour. Here, however, all the blue descendants agree in breadth 
with the common blne flax and all the ""hite ones with the narrow
petalled whlte.

l 
Although the two P-varieties, as in the two pre\'ious 

crosses, differ in breadth, there are here no tl'ansüions. Two sharpl.r 
separated gr'oups arise, one with broad blue petals and the other 
with narrower white one8, each agreeing with one of tbe two 
val'ieties crossed. In this case there is therefol'e a connection between 
breadth and colonr, in contradistinction to the crosses previously 
discussed; the bl'oader petals are always blue, the narrower ones 
always white. 

Knowing only the phenomena occnrring in this cross, one would 
doubtless feel convinced, that one and the same factor, or a grollp 
of completely coupled factors produces here simnJtaneously the 
superior breadth and tbe blue colour of the pem!. We leam, however, 
Nom the investigation of anothet' cross, namely between the Egyptian 
(13.4 mm.) alld tbe nal'l'ow-petalled white flax (3.3 mm.) which also 
dlffer both in colour and in breadth, that the relation of breadth to 
colonr is a different one, although these factors are not wholly 
independent either, as was apparently the case in the ct'ossings 
discussed first. 

In this cross betweell the Egyptian flax and the narrow-petalled 
white v al'iety , the fi1'8t genel'atlon has blue petals intermediate in 
breadth between those of the parents. In tbe second generation the 
relation of white and blue individuals as io the breadth differs from 
that in the crosses alI'eady discussed. 

Of 300 different white-flowered F~-plants the bl'eadtb of the petals 
I 

of one flower was determined and also of 300 plants with blue 
flowers. W"hel'eas the petal-breadth in the narrow P-val'iety varies 
fl'om 2.1 to 4.2 mmo and in the Egyptian flax from 10.5 to 16.4 mm., 
the white P~-plallts gave for the breadth 2.1 to 10.4 mmo and tbe 
blue P~-plants 5.7 to 16.2 mmo 

The white F,-plants in genel'al have mllch narrower petals than 
the blue. Hence two groups are f'ormed, one with narrow wlüte 
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and the other with broader blne flowel's. These groups do not, 
howeve1', cOrI'espond to the white and blue P-varieties, as is the 
case in the cross between the nal'l'ow-petalled white and the common 
blue flax. The white ones are in general broadel' than the narrow
petalled white flax and the blue ones are~on the wllOle narrower 
than the Egyptian. In both tl'ansitional breadths ocr.ur between the 
two P-varieties. Nevertheless the phenomena do not agree with those 
observed in the cross between the eommon white and the Egyptian 
flax. for, although transitions do oecnr, tIle whlte and the bille l?:
indidduals are not identica1 in breadth, as in this last named cross. 
1'he white ones have na very braad, :md the bille ones na very 
narrow petals. In order to determine the extreme limit, whieh both 
groups ean reaeh, some of tlle white P 2-plants with the broadest 
petals were eultivated fnrther From the third generation so obtained 
a few of the bl'oadest were again selected f'or further cult1ll'e, and 
similarIy from the fOl1l'th and the I fifth generation. Although the 
nlltritional conditions ,were always most favourable, the greatest 
breadth observed in the 786 plants from the second jo the sixth genera
tion was 11.4 mmo This was in the fourth generation. Among the oft'
spring of this plant in thfl fifth and sixth genel'ation even this 
breadth did not oceur again; the maximum in Po was 10.5 mmo 
Evidently therefore the very, broadest white on es barely sll1'pass 
the minimum breadth of the Egyptian flax and do not even reach 
lts mean breadth. 

In the same way the narrowest blue ones wel'e cultivated further 
f'or some yeal's, the conditions being made less favûurable. 1'he 
extleme minimum was found to be 5.7 mmo Blue flowers with 
petals of the breadth of the nal'l'ow-petalled white flax did not occur 
at all among the 722 plants investigated np to the fifth generation. 

In this crossing then two groups are in deed formed, one wiLh 
narrow white and the other with broader blue flowers. This was 
also found to be the case on further eultivation of the heterozygotic 
F2 - and ~,-plants; the whites weJ'e a1ways on the whole narrower 
than the bille on es formed at the same time. 

1'he way in whieh the bl'eadth behaves in this crossing, is at 
first sight not in aceordanee with MENDEL'S segregation-Iaw. The two 
forms crossed show a great differenee in breadth and among the 
oft'spring intermediate forms are also fOllnd. Yet the second genera
tion does n_ot show the ordinary phenomenon of Mendelian segrega
tion, as is observed with chal'actel's . which va.ry in a tlllctuating 
manner, whel'e tlle limits between the dift'el'ent grOllps formed in 
P2 are obscured. In sueh cases the P~-individuuls together give a 
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curve for the breadth whieh extends from the minimum of tbe 
narl'ówest to the maximnm of the bl'oadest form, with the summit 
near the average of the two P-fol'ms. Here, however, the whole of 
the second generation gives a curve for the breadth, whieh indeed 
extends from the minimum of tlle narrow white to the maximum 
of the Egyptian flax, but whieh shows two summits between thesp. 
Since one part of the curve towards the minimum with one of the 
summits is tormed by the white, and I,he oiher part with the other 
~llmmit by the blne F 2-jndividuaIs, it is evident that there is here 
an intel'dependence between breadth allel cololl!'. Yet this l'elation is 
not slmply, that blue colour is associated with broadness, beeause 
the same factor Ol' factors simultaneously cause broadness and blue 
col ou!", or because the factors for broadness and those for colour 
are completely conpled, as is apparently the case i11 the crossing 
of the ordinal'y blue flax with the narrow-petalled white. If this 
were the case, th en all the white offspl'ing would have to show 
the type of broadness of the narrow-petalled white flax, and all 
the blue descendants the bl'oadness-t.ype of the Egyptian flax. 

This is not so, however, for white petals orcur, which are broader 
than tbe white P-val'iety and blue one8, narrowel' than the blue 
P-val'iety. In an attempted explanation we might a8SllITle incomplete 
coupling of the factors for b1'oadness and fol' colour, Ieading to 
very complicated l'elationships. This is, howe"e1', liJ great disadvantage 
and we are induced to seareh for another exp1anation of tbis pecu
Hal' interdependence between the two charactel's, which here presents 
itself. Now pl'eyions experiments on the crossing of these varieties of 
flax have demonstrated 1) the pres en ce of vadous factors and it is a 
knowledge of these and of thei1' action that enab1es IlS to give a satis
factory explanation, not only of tile phenomel1a attending the last 
mentioned crossing, but a]so of the faet, that in the val'lOuS crossings 
the bfhaviour of the bl'eadth and t1le connection between breadth 
and colou!' are so val'ied. 

Previously it waö shown, that the genotypic composition of the 
common blue and of the Egyptian flax fol' the colour of the flower 
is repl'esented, in the common blue and in the Egyptian flax, by 
the fOl'mula AABBCC, in the common white by AABB and in the 
narl'ow-petalled white by AA CC. 'rhe factors Band C actmg 
conjointly, cause the bllle colour, but are separately nnab1e to produce 
a blne colou!'. FUl'thermore Band C exel'cise an inflllence on other 
characters, as was pl'eviously discussed in detail. A is an intensiticat'ion
factor fol' the coloUl', bnt l'emains out of account here, 

1) 1. c. vol. XII, 1915, p, 217, 

\\ 
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A crossing of two of the varieties which has not yet been discl1s'sed 
here, viz. of the common white with the narl'ow-petalled white, 
shows on tbe basis of their genotJ pic composition, that the narrow
petalled white flax, although it has much narrower petals than 
the common white, nevertheless possesses the same factors for the 
breadth. 

Fot' in this crossing there arise in F~ white flowering individuals 
of the composition AAbbcc, in wbich the1'efore B as weU as Care 
absent and which have the same breadth as the common white 
flax. 'This proves, that the factors Band C do not regulate the 
bl'eadth of the petals, but that the1'e are present other factors for 
breadth in the two varieties crossed. If these factors for breadth 
were different for the two varieties, then the above mentioned indi
viduals would necessarily belang to different types of breadth, 
some narl'OW like the narrow-petalled flax, others broader like the 
common white or mtermedlate, possibly even narrower or broader 
than the P-varieties. This is not the case. All individuals of the 
composition AAbbcc are of the same type of breadth. From this it 
fo11ows that the common white and the narrow-petalled white flax 
have the same factors for breadth. Nevertheless the narrow-petalled 
flax is narrower than the common white. There is therefore present 
in these varieties same cause which partially inhibits the factors fol' 
breadth. ThIS must be the factor C, for as soon as Ihis factor is 
wanting as in the above mentioned individuals in F~ of the compo
sition AAbbcc; tbe bl'eadth is equal to that of the common white 
flax. This factor C, which together with B, gives the blue colour, 
is therefore seen to be an inhibitmg factor fol' the factors of breadth. 
The factor C also occurs, ho wever, in the common blue flax 
AABBCC, which is nevertheless not nal'rowel' than the common 
white flax. The l'eason for this must be the presence of factor B 
which pl'events the inhibiting action of Con the factors for breadth. This 
agree'l with w hat I have all'eady published 1) concerning the action of the 
factors Band C with reference to the crisping of the petal mal'gin, 
the number" of seeds pel' fruit and the germinating-powel' of the seed. 
Fot' the factor C IS also the rause of the cri&ping of the petal apex, of 
the diminution of the nl1mber ofseeds per fruit and ofthe diminl1tion of 
the germinating-power of the seed, whilst the factor B prevents this 
action of C. Here the same relation for broadness presents itself; 
C causes a diminution of breadth and B again abolishes the inhi
biting action of C. 

It is now necessary to examine whether indeed all tlle phenomena 
1) 1 c. Vol. XII, 1915, p. 217. 
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observed in the different crossings are fally and satisfactorily explained 
by this conception of the occurrence of factors of bl'eadth and the 
actiou of the factors Band C. 

Oommon blue f]ax AABBCC and common white AABB, which 
have the same bl'eadlh and when cl'ossed give only offspring of ihis 
breadth, do not form in crossing a single individual in which the 
factor C occurs alone, i.e. without B. Either C is absent from the 
offspring as in the white, or B occnrs together with C, as in the 
blue. The factors for broadness are not inhibited in any single 
individual and this explains why tile white, as weIl as the blue 
offspl'ing have all the same breadth. 

In crossing the common blue flax AABBCC with the Egyptian 
AABBCC, and the common white AAB B with the Egyptian 
AABBCCthel'e is not ehher produced any offspring in which C appears 
without B also. The factors for bl'oadness wel'e not inhibited in a 
single individual. The differences in breadth between the P-varieties 
of these two crossings will therefore not disturb the phenomena, 
which wiII present themselves in accordance with the law of segre
gation and th is is in deed observed. 

In the second crossing, namely that between the common white 
and the Egyptian flax, there exists in the P-varieties a difference in 
col ou!' as weIl as in breadth, and Ü was observed that these two 
characters behave quite independently of each other. This now 
becomes clear, fo!' C is absent from the whiLe offspring and the 
action of C is inhibited by B in the blue; the factors for broadness 
are not Iimited, in the white as little as in the blue individuals. 
But it furthel' becomes evident that complete independence of the 
colour and breadth is only superficial. In a certain sense th ere is 
indeed an interdependence between them, for the same factor C 
which is necessary for the occurrence of the blue colour. has a 
limiting action on the factors for broadness, and if the factor B 
alone were to disappeal' from the blue-flowering offspring, thel1 on 
this account colour as weIl as breadth would change. The colour 
would then become white, because C alone cannot produc~ blue, 
and the breadth wonld be lessened nnder the influence of C alone. 
In this crossing the relationship is, ho wever, so affected by the 
pres en ce of B that the interdependence between the factors fol' 
broadness and coloUl' is not noticeable and these characters beha.ve 
independently. It is thel'efol'e clear that when in a crossing- two 
characters behave quite independently we may not concll1de, that 
an interl'elation between the factors for these charactel's is wholly 
wanting. 

69 
P.roceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIll .. 
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In crossing common blue flax AABBCC wUh the narrow-petalled 
white AA CC, which differ in breadth and in colour, a complete 
connection was observed belween these two characters. All 
blne descendants had the broadness-type of the common blue 
flax, all white ones were of the narrow-type like the white P-varie
ty. This is now also qllite intelligible. It was shown above that 
the nal'l'ow-petalled white flax has the same factOls for broadness as 
the common blue. All offspring from the crossing of these two 
varietles will thel'efol'e have the same factors for broadness. Nowall 
the bllle descendants possess, in addition to these factors for broad
ne'lS also both the factors Band C, the white ones however have, 
besides the factors fol' broadness, only C. In all t11e blue thel'efore 
the factors for broadness are undisturbed, they wiJl in conseqnence 
all have the breadth of the blne P-variety. In the white Olies on 
the oOler hand the factors for broadness are inhibited, they will be 

) narrow Hke the white P-variety. It follows that in this case a]so 
the mterdependence between breadth and colonr iE> other than can 
be deduced off hand from this crossing. The blue colour and the 
greater breadth of the common blue flax are not caused by the 
presence of a single factor or group of factors, in the absence of 
which the colour is white and the breadth smaller, but the relation
ship 1S a diffel'ent one. The factor B which is vrcsent in the common 
bll1e flax, and absent from the narrow-petalled w hite, is not at the 
same time 11 factor fol' both, colour and broadness. In the two varie
ties t11ere are present broadness-factors other than Band they are 
ihe Eé:tme for both; but in the narrow-petalled white the} are inhi
bited by C, in the common variety they are unaffected owing to 
the presence of Band C together. 

Further the more complicated phenomena which were observed 
in the crossing between Egyptian AABBCC and the nal'row-petalled 
white flax AACC, can now be completely explained. The difference 
between these two varieties is, so far as the factors for broadness al'e 
concerned, exactly the 'same as that between Egyptian and common 
blue anel as that between Egyptian and common white flax. Fot' 
the narrow-petalled white fla~ has the same factors tOl' broadness 
as the common blue and the common white. Now since the broadness
factors follow the segregation law quite independently of the presence 
Ol' absence of the factors Band C, the offspl'ing will :tgree perfecUy, 
as regards presence of broadness-factors, with the offspring from the 
crossings of the Egyptian flax with the common blue or the common 
white. 

If no other causes were acting the individuals of F
J 

would together 
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show all transitions - of breadth from the common blue or white 
flax to the Egyptian. Indh iduals with petals as narrow as those of 
the narrow-petalled white flax would not occur, for as has been 
shown, this variety agl'ees lil factors fol' broadness with the common 
blue and common white flax. Moreover there would be no difference 
between the blue and the white. The phenomena are, 11oweve1', altered 
by the presence of the factor C by itself or of the factors Band C 
together. The blue offspring possesses B as weIl as C, the inhibiting 
action of C is therefore removed and the blue- individuals of F~ must 
show all transitions from the breadth of the common blue or wbHe 
to that of the Egyptian flax. The narrowest blue offspriJlg cannot 
therefore agree with the narrow-petalled P-variety, but with tbe 
common blue or white flax, the broadest must agree with the 
Egyptian as has indeed been observed. 

The white offspring of the crossing all possess the factor C only; the 
breadth in all individuals wiJl therefore be less than if it were exclusively 
the result of the existing factors for broadness. They are not, ho wever, 
all restricted to the factors for broadness of the narrow-petalled 
white flax, but some indIviduals eveu have the same factors fol' 
broadness as the Egyptian flax, ot11er8 are intermediate with regard 
to the factors for broadness. Individuals, which have the same factors 
for broadness as the nal'row-petalled white flax will agree also in 
greadth with this P-variety, becau':!e they, like it, have only the 
factor C. 'rhe indivlduals with the same factors for broadness as the 
Egyptian flax wiJl, however, not bave the type of broadness of this 
P-variety because of the presence of C, but they wil! be nart'ower. 
The white F~-individuals together will show therefore a breadth 
ranging between the minimum of the narrow-petalled white anel a 
breadth less than the maximUlIl of the Egyptian flax. The afore
meniioned observations agree with this) the bl'oadest white offspring 
from this crossing does not even reach the average of the Egyptian, 
hardly exceeds Hs minimum. 

The behayiour also in the third and following generations is seen 
to be in agl'eement with what has been discussed. A hetel'oz~'gotic 
blue plant of F2 , with petals 13 mrn. bl'oad, prodnced blue offspring 
with a breadth of 9.1 to 14 mm and white with a breadth of 7.1 
to 11.1 mmo Another narrower, hetel'ozygotic bl11e F,-individllal 
with a breadth of 9 mmo produced blne plants in F3 of 7 fo 10.7 
mmo in breadth and white ones of 4 to 6.5 mmo The first broader 
F 2-plant had more factors fOl' broadness t,han the second and this is 
also observable in the Offspl'ing, but in both cases the white Fa is 
lla1'l'OWer as a result of the infl uence of C. 

69*' 
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The foregoing shows that all the phenomena observed in the 
different crossings are, without exception, completely explained by 
the action of the factors Band C in relation to t11e factors for 
broadness which are present. Another -question now arises with 
refel'ence to the strengtb of the inhibitory influence of C: it IS the 
following. Does C exercise an influence on the factors for broadness 
occurl'ing in the common blue or common white flax only Ol' are 
the additional factors for broadness present in the Egyptian flax 
also subject to the inhibitory action of C? From the observations 
someihing indeed can be deduced with respect to this. Tbe average 
breadth of tbe common blue flax is 7.0 mmo and of the common 
white 7.1 mm., whilst that of the llarrow-petalled whlte is 3.3 mmo _ 
The breadth therefore is decreased from 3.7 to 3.8 mmo by the 
influence of C. Now in the crossing of the Egyptian flax with the 
narrow-petalled white the average breadth of 100 blue individu als 
in F

2 
was 10.8 mmo and of 100 white 4.6 mmo That is a difference 

of 6.2 mmo Here, where the broadness-factors peculial' to the 
Egyptian flax are also present, the decrease in breadth caused by C 
is more mal'ked. This is also evident from a comparison of the 
maximum that is reached by the white offspring of this crossing 
with the maximum of the Egyptian flax. The former amounts to 
11.4 mm., the latter to 16.4 mm., that is to say there is a difference 
of 5 mm., a good deal more therefore than tile diminution which the 
breadth of the <'ommon white flax suffers under the influence of C. 

As other investigators have many times shown there occur in the 
plant not only facto)'s which are quite independent of each other, 
but in many cases the perceptible actlOn of one factor depends on 
the presence or absence of one or' more other factors. It is even 
likely that no single factor is wholly independent of others, but that 
in many cases the factors only appeal' to be so, because in the 
investigation the two forms crossed, which are found to differ in 
respect of one glVen factor, are identical as l,'egards other factors 
connected with that one. Thus, for instance, from the crossing of 
{he common blue flax AABBCC with the common white AABB, 
it is only evident that the former has one factor more, than the 
latter, namely C, but not that this factor C is in a certain sense 
dependent on Band can only have an inhibitory action on the 
factors fol' broadness, if B is absent. 

The present inyestigation shows that the factors may be mutually 
intel'related in a complicated way and may exercise an inflllence on 
each other. In the varieties of Linurn ~lsitatis8irnurn which have been 
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investigated, the factors which are present for the breadth of the 
petaJ are inhibited by another factor C, whiist again another factor 
B is able to counteract the inhibltory action of C; B is the inhibi
tory factor of the inhibitory factor C. 

Because moreover the factors Band Ctogether cause the blue colout' 
of the flower, tIlere arise complicated relationships with regard to 
tIle interdependence between the breadth and the colour of the petal. 

There are various cases known of the existence of inhibIting factors, 
but so far as I know the existence of factors which are able to ' 
counteract the inhihitory action of inhibiting factors, has not hitherto 
been demonstrated. 

It is moreover evident from this paper that the different mutual 
crosE:ings of some varieties may lead to val'ying conclusions. 

When only tlle crossing of the common blue f1ax with the narrow
petalled white was investigated, one would ha"e come to the con
clusion, that in the common blue flax the breadth aud the colour 
are eaused by the same factor or factors, or that the factors for 
these characters are conlpletely C'oupled in these varieties. 

Knowing only the observations on the crossing of the Egyptian 
flax with the common white, one would have conclllded that the 
factors for the breadth and colour of the petal are completely inde
pendent of each other. 

From the crossing of the Egyptian with the narrow-petalled white 
flax, without a knowledge of the results of the othel' crossings, one 
would, on the otlle'!, hand, be obliged to postulate an interrelation 
bet ween the factors for broadness and colo"nr certainly insusceptible 
of further definition, whilst the factors for broadness apparently 
present here an exception to the Mendelian law of segregation. 

From th1s- it is seen that the phenomena are much more complicated 
than the two first-mentioned cl'ossing's by themselves give evidence of. 

But at the same time the investigation of the different cl'ossmgs 
together has proved, th at, when two chararlers in the crossing behaye 
quite independently, the inference cannot be drawn without further 
pro of that the1'e will also be no intel'l'elation whatevel' between the 
factors vyhich cause these characters. 

The above clearly shows how relative our knowledge is. VIews 
on the presence and action of factors obtained by an mvesti
gation of Ol1e single crossing, however simple and weU founded 
they m-;y be, are liable to modificatión when even only one of the 
forms investigated is crossed with a third form. Hence it is neeessal'y 
to cross the sam~ form with more than one partner In order to 
arri\'e step by step at the trutl],. 

G1'oningen. Botanical Laborato1'Y. 


